
Student Requirements for AUTO 136 – Engine Repair 

This class is going paperless, which means I won’t be providing the handouts, you will need 

access to a computer and a printer to print out all of the required class information on your own. The 

instructor will supply minimal paperwork pre-printed in the classroom. 

Access the instructor’s web site by going to http://www.tmcc.edu and go to the Faculty Web 

Pages link, and search for Scow, Ray or go directly to http://sites.google.com/a/tmcc.edu/ray-s/home . 

There are links on the side of each page to navigate thru the web site.    

One lucky student will win a binder that is already organized and printed. There will be a 

drawing in each class for the binder. 8-section tabs will be provided to all students, you will need to 

supply a 3-ring binder at least 2 inches thick for the paper and handouts you will be getting throughout 

the semester.              

The Home Page has info and links to various sites, if you haven’t declared your major, there is a 

link for you there. The Information link tells you a little about me. The Classes link shows you the classes 

I teach during the current semester. The Calendar tells you when each assignment is due, Holidays and 

other information; this is the first paper you need to print out. The Syllabus link has a paper that will 

guide you as to how to organize your binder with all of the documents. Also you need to print out the 

Syllabus for your class. Next is the Homework link, you guessed it, those are the Homework assignments 

for each class. Some of them are not in numerical order, place them in your binder as listed on the web 

page or Calendar. The Tasks link shows the Job tasks we will be performing during the semester; it is 

highly recommended that you check each one off as you turn them in the NATEF Job Sheets book. The 

Links page that is continually being updated with numerous links we will be using during the semester. 

    

One of the Links (on the Links button) is near the bottom of the page and is called SP/2. If you 

are a continuing student and have taken automotive classes at TMCC before, (especially with me) you 

may have already completed the tasks. All new students are required to do 2 modules in the program; 

Mechanical Safety and Mechanical Pollution / Prevention. We are skipping much of the Safety chapters 

in the textbook; SP/2 will take their place.  ACCOUNT ID is 83997 ; PASSWORD is language ; PIN is your 

first and last initial and the last 4 numbers of your TMCC  ID-number   (100XXX[XXXX])   Example: ab1234    

If you do not know your ID-number, the instructor can get if for you. Note that http://www.sp2.org  is 

the direct link to the web site….     Thanks, and welcome to a fun semester, Ray 
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